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Abstract 

The established complex environment for wireless network security, 

which is an important feature, is the core problem with sensor networks. 

Cryptology is a crucial component of security in remote sensor companies. 

Different cryptographic techniques now in use suffer from serious 

deficiencies. A robust, coordinated, triple-staged, and productive 

cryptographic approach employing both public-key and mystery key 

strategies is presented in this work. Because we take into account key 

management using public-key based methods and provide a high level of 

security, the Rijndael Encryption Approach (REA), Horst Feistel's 

Encryption Approach (HFEA), and the more advanced Rivest-Shamir-

Adleman (e-RSA) are the methods that are recommended.REA was used 

in the various stages of the computation, followed by REA+HFEA in stage 

2 and REA+HFEA+e-RSA in stage 3. All three phases were finished 

simultaneously.The execution time and decoding time of the proposed 

method were used to evaluate the exhibition levels.In contrast to previous 

approaches, the proposed set of rules employs a single evaluation 

boundary, or calculation time.On texts with individual sizes of 6, 25, 35, 

61, and 184 MegaBytes (MB), it was found that the proposed strategy 

gave amazingly quick generally execution as far as estimation time, with 

Low Encryption Time (LET) and Low Unscrambling Time (LDT) of 1.12 

and 1.26, separately.By 2.9%, the proposed hybrid form outperforms 

AES+RSA, ECC+RSA+MD-5, AES+ECC, and AES+ECC+RSA+MD5 

by 1.36 times. 

Keywords - Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN); Rijndael encryption 

approach; Horst Feistel’s encryption approach; Enhanced RSA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WirelessSensorNetwork (WSN) serves as a bridge between the most important elements of the 

environment and the most sensitive devices.Due to the ease with which users can provide their login 

information across the World Wide Web (WWW), usage of the World Wide Web (WWW) is 

clearly growing at a phenomenal rate.Among all of these,privateness plays out a basic part,as 

realities is encodedandtransmitted totherecipient while given over the WWW. .There are no 

intruders attempting to alter or exploit the data.No intruder will ever be able to alter or speak 

data.Cryptography makes it possible for data to be transmitted encrypted so that only the shipper 
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and collector can access the private information.There are a variety of consistent verbal trade 

techniques, such as secret-key and public-key, [1-5]. A few experts use a combination of these keys, 

which is typically referred to as an integrated cryptographic strategy.Despite their drawbacks, secret 

and public-key cycles offer advantages [6].Public-key calculations are widely acknowledged to be 

appropriate in expressions of utility, whereas Secret-key calculations are commonly known to be 

appropriate in expressions of significant value [7].In terms of speed, framework, and equipment, 

public-key calculations are more expensive [8].Despite the fact that there are a few possibilities in 

which each calculation is combined, such as cross breed calculations, the majority of applications 

use Secret-key calculations [9]. This is because the effective arrangement takes advantage of each 

calculation while ignoring its drawbacks. 

When those procedures are applied to a WSN, there are numerous responses, such as sending and 

receiving various bundles, granting authority to hubs, killing hubs throughout the discussion 

process, and so on.Therefore, prior to selecting any cryptographic arrangement of rules to store the 

prized and profitable item in WSN, such as power, it is crucial to discover the open doors.The 

editors of the newspapers [11, 12] conducted a thorough analysis of this definition, with the goal of 

selecting the best calculation from the results.To carry out WSN, in addition to selecting the best 

cryptography calculation, other plan considerations must be made, such as selecting the best 

steering convention with the lowest energy consumption and disseminating keys between two 

parties while taking security considerations into account [12-16].These considerations are crucial 

for making WSN more useful and expanding its existence.We propose an effective, robust, triple 

phased, double secured, and intelligent half breed of modified RSA, Rijndael encryption methods, 

and Horst Feistel's encryption, with e-RSA being a public-key algorithm and AES and DES being 

secret-key algorithms.Following that, the remaining components of the work are presented 

 

II Related Works 

Pushpa and B. K. Chauhan (2020). [17] fostered a blended cryptography system utilizing three 

distinct encryption guidelines, looked at the last computation and unscrambling times to those of 

existing methods, and got the ideal results. Kim, H., Lee, Y., Ryu, J., and Won (2020, January). [18] 

examined two security dangers for the objective convention that were advanced in WSNs for the 

Web of Things [26] by H. Yazdanpanah et al (IoT). Both of the assaults referenced above 

incorporate the meeting key: the first and the second. Their tests have shown security shortcomings 

in the convention proposed in [26]. e-RSA is a public-key algorithm, whereas AES, DES, and 

Gatate, V. are secret-key algorithms. Two boundaries that have an effect on the viability of Remote 

Mental Radio Sensor Organizations are bundle inertness and energy consumption.Rijndael and 

Horst Feistel's encryption methods are efficient, dependable, triple phased, double secured, and 

intelligent.After that, the remaining parts of the work are shown.S. Tripathi, R. Agrawal, and R. 

Kumar (Walk, 2020)24] provided an explanation of the WSN steering practices in their research 

(2020, June). Gatate, V., and Agarkhed, J., addressed these adaptability concerns.They likewise 

investigated and alluded to various security encryption and unscrambling guidelines and practices 

that shield WSNs from weaknesses and dangers.Three authors are involved:Another significant 

method for managing WSNs was described in Griotti, Gandino, and Rebaudengo's (2020) article 

[25].The calculated analysis of the proposed cryptosystem showed that network security was 
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improved and that computational effort was reduced.Choosing REA, HFEA, and e-RSA over other 

methods has the huge advantage of requiring less restriction due to smaller key sizes, which speeds 

up the process. The recommended cryptographic scheme uses the processing time III PROPOSED 

METHODOLOGY Horst Feistel's encryption technique, the Rijndael encryption methodology, and 

an updated Rivest-Shamir-Adleman scheme to combine the potential benefits of both secret key and 

public-key computations (e-RSA).Due to the fact that the solicitation for the encryption processes is 

dependent on how long it takes to encrypt and decrypt, it works well for important private or remote 

meetings with a lot of text.The data message was encrypted using the Rijndael method for the most 

crucial part, Horst Feistel's encryption method for the middle part, and e-RSA for the final part after 

it was divided into three parts.Block-based cryptography systems A. The cryptographic system The 

encryption cycle has three stages, all of which happen immediately.The client sends the data 

message through these three sections of this framework:first, middle, and last 1) Step I:We ought to 

be aware that the length of the data message is denoted by z.The first third of the data message, 

which can range from 0 to z/31, is mixed in a state of harmony I using the REA computation. Bi is 

assumed to be the starting block, and its numerical value is shown by i.Mi =, 0 I z/3-1, (1) ci = 

REAenc(Mi, ki), where I is the secret information block's mathematical worth and ki is REA's 

crucial value.(2) where I is the mathematical worth of the secret information block and ki is the 

critical worth of REA.ci = HFEAenc(Ti, ki) (5), where I denotes the fundamental value of HFEA in 

the middle block and Ti denotes the coded block following REA. It is assigned to a different 

ciphertext view that ci manages. The initial ciphertext for which we strive to finish the REA is 

received by C1.2) Phase II The REA and HFEA are applied to the second third of the data message 

between z/3 and 2Joining the coded information C1, C2, and C3 from steps I, II, and III yields the 

last coded information C that the beneficiary sends. 

 

C = C1 C2 C3 (10) 

Encryption process 

1.  Original data= z, stubs Bj all around bits.  

2.  m1 = z/tri-1} bits of zero, 

3.  m2 ={z/tri to 2z/tri-1} highlights, and  

4. m3 ={2z/tri to n-1}..tri.  

5. Step 1:  for(i=null; I  

6. I = zero ≤ I ≤ z/tri-1,  

7. ci = REAenc(i, ki);  

8.} 

9.C1 = ci  

10.Step 2:for (i  z  tri;11.cien is equivalent to HFEAenc (Ti, ki)  

11.C2 =ci 

12.Step 3:for (i = 2z/3;)I  

13.Mi = 2 I/3  1  

14.Ti equals REAenc ((Ti) I, which) 

15 for (j = 2z/3;j) 16. 

16. Tj = HFEAenc(Ti,ki)ci 
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17.ci is equivalent to e-RSAenc(Tj, ki). 

18.C3 = ci2 

19 Add up all of the ciphertext values you got in steps I, II, and III for the background, the 

paragraph, and the end.  

20.C = C1 C2 C3; 

A. The Decryption Process After the ciphertext is obtained from the source, the decryption frame 

divides it into the beginning, middle, and remaining blocks. 1) The beginning block of 1/3 of the 

ciphertext marks the end of Phase I RDA.Ci= 0 I z/3-1, (11) where Bi is directed toward the first 

block of the ciphertext and Ci is used to divide it numerically.RDADec(Ci, ki) (12) is the same as 

Mi, where ki is the mandatory decryption time.2) Phase II RDA, HFDA has a middle-third block of 

ciphertext at its conclusion. With RDA's consent, clear printed material regarding the use of Mi will 

be sent to P1.Ci= z/3 I 2z/3-1 (13), where Bi is the middle block of the ciphertext and its numerical 

charge is the amount of Ci used.Stage III unscrambling rules for RDA, HFDA, and e-RSA end with 

an additional 1/3 block of ciphertext. Ti = HFDAdec(Ci, ki) (1), mi = RDADec(Ti, ki) (15), and ki 

tries to separate a section when Ti tries to decode a block after HFDA. With HFDA approval, the 

basic text-based content used by the mi is distributed to P2.3).The additional block of ciphertext and 

its numerical total attempt to exploit Ci when Bi points to.Ci is equal to 2z/3 I z-1 (16), Ti is the 

same as e-RSAdec(Ci, ki), Tj is the same as HFDAdec(Ti, ki), and mi is the same as RDAdec(Tj, 

ki).After HFDA, Tj tends to an unencrypted block, indicating the required decryption cycle, whereas 

Ti tends to decode the block.P3s were ultimately provided with live content that attempted to utilize 

miles, and RDA's strategy concurred. 

The final essential message-based content P is obtained through the method for strategy for 

interfacing P1, P2, and P3, which can be secured from Steps I, II, and III. 

Utilizing P = P1 P2 P3 (20), C, bits Bj, mixed data, you can decipher Cycle 1.everything about 

bits.2.Piece, protuberance, and C3 are equal. 

 

III.Results and Discussion 

At various lengths and with data messages ranging from 6 to 18 megabytes, six hybrid 

cryptographic computations, including the Subasree ECC Dual-RSA MD-5 technique, Kumar's 

AES ECC approach, Ren's DES RSA approach, Ramaraji's AES RSA approach, Bhole's ECC AES 

RSA MD-5 scheme, and the proposed methodology (REA HFEA e - RSA), were gathered.Each of 

the six methods was combined multiple times for each text size to ensure that the fastest method did 

not always emerge.The evaluation and decryption times of six hybrid encryption calculations with 

data message lengths ranging from 6 to 18 megabytes are presented.For each of the six cross-based 

cryptographic estimates, the corresponding graphical representation and computation time are 

shown in Figure 2.In figure 2, the different lengths of the data messages of the five message sizes 

are managed in the x-center and the consuming processor time in the y-center.A graphical 

representation that is nearly identical to the separation time of the six cross-based cipher computers 

is shown in Figure 3.In Table I and Table, respectively, the proposed model's AET and ADT of 1.12 

and 1.26 are highlighted in yellow.II. The proposed cream model's efficiency is shown in Table III. 

This model is clearly faster than ECC RSA MD-5 (3.26/2.38) and AES ECC (3.25/2.38), 

respectively. (7.72/2.38) is 3.2 times faster than AES ECC RSA MD5 and 2.7 times faster than AES 
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RSA. However, the proposed crossover-variety model's efficiency is roughly equivalent to that of 

DES and RSA, i.e.,/2.38) = 1.03, which is shown in Table IV as much as possible in the proposed 

model. 

I. Table:ADT Estimate for the Proposed Model in which the Most Recent Technology Is Very Close 

to the Model/Text Size MB 6 25 35 61 18 ADT ECC RSA MD-5 2.1 1.8 1.9.9 5.5 3.2 AES ECC 

RSA MD-5 1.8 1.5 2 1.5 2 1.76 AES ECC AES 8.8.5 ECC 5.8.12 1.3 AES RSA 2.5 2 2.5 5 3.2 

AES ECC RSA MD5 3.5 3 3 5 5 3.9 Table:III The proposed HFEA model performs well.Model 

AET ADT ECC RSA MD-5 1.5 1.76 3.26 AES ECC 3.82 3.92 7.7 AES ECC 3.82 3.92 7.7 AES 

ECC 3.812.Proposed (REA HFEA e-RSA) MD5 3.82 3.9 7.72 Table IV 1.12 1.26 2.38Limits on 

reproduction Metric marker value sensor centers NC 300 sinks SC 1 grid area A*B 300 * 300 m2 

sink position (a,b) (150 200) initially 

 

IV. Future Enhancement 

 The best part, WSN security is a specialization in this study.The gatecrasher won't ever 

distribute evaluations about the framework being referred to in light of the fact that the arrangement 

works in three phases.The first phase utilized REA, the subsequent phases utilized HFEA, and the 

final phase utilized e-RSA. Two or three of the trans-based encryption methods that are currently 

available take longer to compute than the coordinated method. Even though the motivated 

procedure now appears to be different from the initial estimates, it performs better during estimated 

time breaks. The inclusion of current mole encryption techniques in the cited calculations provided 

the basis for these studies. The proposed cream structure stands out as a barrier to the limit of single 

evaluation, or computational time, which is the primary issue with these tests.In any case, the 

proposed Cream version's total display can only be as big as the ciphertext length, energy gain, and 

other restrictions.There may be phases to this review.looking at things like the energy gain from the 

sensor center, the range of the assembled packets, and the length of the ciphertext, etc. 
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